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QUESTION 1

For the Magento search backend you would like lo move from MySQL lo Elasticsearch for your existing project. You
have confirmed that your services. yaml file is configured appropriately However, after your most recently deployment,
you notice the search engine is still set to MySQL. 

What additional step must be completed? 

A. Configure the relationships Section of the .magento.app.yaml file 

B. Find an appropriate Elasticsearch module to require with Composer 

C. SpecifyElasticsearch as the search engine in the Magento Admin panel 

D. Remove the MySQL service from the services. yaml file 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a project deploying Static Content on the deploy phase. This process is optimized using the scd_katrix
configuration in the deploy Stage Of the .magento.env.yaml file. 

After moving the process to the build phase Static Content Deployment Is no longer optimized and all themes and all
locales are generating. 

How do you resolve this? 

A. The SCD_MATRIX configuration is only used on the deploy phase 

B. Add the --use_scd_matrix flag to the ece-tools build:generate command in the.magento.app.yaml fife 

C. Move the scd_matrix configuration to the build stage of the .magento.env.yaml file 

D. Configure the variable ENABLE_SCD_MATRIX In the .magento.env.yaml file 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A merchant using Magento Commerce Cloud Pro reports an issue with an order missing transaction data. 

The application uses a payment gateway integration which posts a series of callbacks to Magento. 

You would like to retrieve a complete list of calls to build a timeline of what happened. 

How do you achieve this? 

A. Use the magento -cloud environment: logs command to retrieve the access. log file from Production 

B. Use SSH to access all nodes and investigate the access. leg riles 
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C. Use the magento-cloud environment:ssh command to access the environment and investigate the access.log file 

D. View the access. logfile in the Project web UI 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You are testing an integration to an external service that requires you to configure an access key in an environment
variable. You created a new environment to validate the functionality The variable must only impact this environment. 

How do you configure the variable? 

A. Use the magento-cloud CLl utility with the environmentinheritable and level flags 

B. Add the variable to the variables section under Project Settings specifying inheritance level 

C. Add the variable to the .magento.env.yaml file specifying the environment and inheritable 

D. Use vendor/bin/ece-tools to generate a local config.phpfile and commit the setting 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to test a data-related issue occurring on your Production environment. You replicate the data to your staging
environment utilizing the Synchronization tool. When you access your staging environment you are redirected to your
Production environment. Your project is on the Starter plan. 

How do you prevent the redirect? 

A. Use the magento-cloud route:add command to create a route to the Staging URL 

B. Modify the yA3EXT0_CLOUD_R0UTES environment variable on your staging environment 

C. Enter the proper URL in the Routes tor Staging under the Environment Settings in the Project Web Ul 

D. Configure UPDATE_URLS to true in the .magento.env.yaml file 

Correct Answer: D 
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